
BUSINESS PACKAGES

Start-Up Solo Package
Let’s get going! This package includes
verifying your business name is available, a
30min consultation, forming your company
with the State, and discussing compliance
and liability considerations. You’ll get your
business off the ground and become a
more confident business owner. 

Start-Up Partner Package
For the collaborative. This package includes
verifying your business name is available, a
30min consultation, forming your company
with the State, a Partnership/Operating
Agreement and discussing compliance and
liability considerations. You’ll get your
business off the ground and become a
more confident business owner. 
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Nonprofit Start-Up

You’ve got a passion for good and want to
make it official. This package includes a 30
min consultation, establishing with the
State, short-form 501(c)(3) application, and
a general guide on non-profit information. 

$800

$1200

$850



BUSINESS PACKAGES

Social Responsibility Review 
We review your business practices to
ensure alignment with ethical standards,
environmental regulations, and community
engagement expectations. Strengthen your
social impact and enhance your reputation
as a responsible corporate citizen with our
expert guidance.

Nanny Package
Hiring a nanny is an exciting and stressful
time, and that’s without worrying about
complying with IL law. This package
includes a 30 minute discussion, a template
contract for your nanny to sign, and an EIN
number for you to use as a domestic
worker employer. 
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Business Compliance Check-Up
Your business's health exam for legal
matters! We'll dive into your practices to
ensure you're playing by the rules and
staying on the right side of the law. From
contracts to regulations, we've got you
covered. Let's keep your business sailing
smoothly while avoiding any legal storms!Starting at $600

Starting at $600

$450



LEGAL GUIDES

Start-Up Tool Kit
For the Business DIYer who wants to try
getting started on their own before hiring
professional help. This Kit will include
general Guides & Checklists of information
and steps you’ll need to start your business
yourself. 

Social Media Compliance Guide

Think of it as your shield for conquering
the wild world of social media! From
navigating advertising guidelines to
dodging data privacy pitfalls, we've got
your back. Stay on the right side of the law
while making waves online.

Hiring  Help Guide  
You’re ready to hire help, amazing! This
guide will review the differences between
an Independent Contractor and an
employee so you can be a knowledgeable
business owner and boss. 
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Starting at $2500$300



Starting a nonprofit is exciting, once you
get passed all that red-tape compliance
with the federal and State government.
This guide will give you a general sense of
what needs to be done, and some
resources to help you along. 

LEGAL GUIDES

Nonprofit Guide
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$300



COUNSEL
SUBSCRIPTION

Subscribe to your legal help
You’re at a place in your business where
want or need some consistent help. This
retainer-free option gives businesses access
to an attorney, doc review, and applicable
legal guides, with discounts on additional
services. Get yourself legitemate and
expereinced outside counsel.
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Our subscription service goes based on the number of hours you
purchase, per month, with a discount for committing to those
hours for additional months. Prices shown are per month. 

3-hours in 1 month: $600 
3-hours each month for 3 months: $540
3-hours each month for 6 months: $480

6-hours in 1 month: $1200
6-hours each month for 3 months: $1080
6-hours each month for 6 months: $900

15-hours in 1 month: $3000
15-hours for each month for 3 months: $2700
15-hours for each month for 6 months: $2400


